
DATE: 24.01.2011 

 

Participants: 

Mattias Ellert, Oxana Smirnova, Martin Savko, Jon Kerr Nielsen, Anders Wäänänen, Valery Tschopp,  

Andrea Guarise, Paolo Andreeto, Massimo Sgaravatto, Christian Bernardt, Vincenzo Ciaschini, Zdenek 

Sustr, Michele Dibenedetto, Pedro Andrade, Bjorn Hagemeier, Bernd Schuller, Krzysztof Benedyczak, 

John White, Lorenzo Dini, Maria Allandes Pradillo, Alberto Aimar, Giuseppe Fiameni, Cristina 

Aiftimiei 

  

Missing: AMGA, APEL, gLite InformationSystem, SAGA, MPI 

 

ACTION LIST (https://savannah.cern.ch/task/?group=emi-emt) 

#18380 - add new WNs to the etics-pool for SL5(32) & Deb5(32/64)  - TO BE CLOSED 

- Lorenzo: - Debain nodes were readed to the pool; there is also an SLC6-beta image, which was 

available at CERN, not yet in production for some problems with the etics-client that have to be 

solved  

- Mattias  - EPEL6 was released (19 Jan 2011 16:33:37) 

#18387: - use of GPFS library license – ONGOING 

- Francesco contacted the responsible at CERN – no answer 

#18416: - investigate gsoap (EPEL) problems - ONGOING 

- Pedro encountered other problems; Mattias provided some indications, contacted Fedora-

packages maintainers for the fast-cgi support – discussion on-going 

 

 

post-EMI-0 analysis: 

 main problems: 

◦ STATIC dependencies, .DEFAULT loca properties, configurations naming and component 

naming not complying with the guidelines; 

◦ wrong naming for the resulted packages names: for packages that are already in production 

the package names should NOT be changed; for packages not already in production, PTs 

are free to chose the names 

ACTION (CristinaA) – verify all package names and contact each PT in case of problems  

 

STATIC dependencies: 

 axis 1.4 – required as Buildtime dependency by: JobManagement, Datamanagement, gLite 

Security, CESNET Security; non package gets created 

 boost 1.37 requested only by the StoRM PT, all the others, JobManagement, DataManagement, 

AMGAare able to use the OS version – Decision is that StoRM should try to find a solution for 

their code. 

 oracle-instantclient – requested by VOMS and FTS; is not freely distributed, it's used only for 

building, is not redistributed (non runtime dependency). 

ACTION (Cristinaa) – understand if for oracle-instantclient and editline it's possible that no package 

get created, as is done for axis-1.4 
 

EMI-1 status: 

 2 new configurations emi_B1_dev, emi_B_1_rc; nightly-builds are enabled on emi-B_1_dev 

(12:00, 22:00)  – details on the EMI-1 activity twiki page 

(https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EMI/EMI-1), containing also the ETICS-configurations to be 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/EMI/EMI-1


added to emi_B_1_rc schedule 

 

Giuseppe Fiameni: 

 SA1-QC intends to put the regression tests for the bugs reported in the last quarter in the next 

deliv for the QC for the SA1 

 all the PTs have to work on this task, an example for what was done for UNICORE will be send 

to the EMT, together with a reference template 

 reports will be collected and are needed not later than 10
th

 of Feb 

 this task is part of the SA1-QC Validation and Certification process 

 

Massimo Sgaravatto: 

 there are some missing componentes needed by CREAM metapackage, assigned to CERN and 

NIKHEF, but part of the gLite JobSubm PT; Alberto Di Meglio reported that no commitment 

was taken yet for them, so that in this moment they are missing from ETICS 

 init script for the gridftp (glite-initscript-globus-gridftp) – there was a specific component in 

gLite, but there's no news about it in EMI 

ACTION(CristinaA, MassimoS) – follow up the status of this components 

 

QA 

Maria Allandes Pradillo: 

 Release Guidelines will be announced this week 
 


